Undergraduate FAQs

Question: If I come to S&T to do explosives what undergraduate degree should I pursue?

Answer: Over 85% of explosives are used in mining therefore I recommend you take mining engineering unless you have a focused path already. For example a member of our development board who heads a group in the major world explosives company recently told me that someone with 2 years experience in the mining industry before coming to them was what they would deem perfect.

Question: What pre-requisites do I need for explosives classes?

Answer: The pre-requisites for all of the explosives classes are given for each course in the undergraduate handbook available on the registrar’s web site. For any of the explosives options 307 is a mandatory class and its principle pre-requ is the Mine Safety class (mining 151), which is given in the spring semester. All undergraduate students should take this class before enrolling for an emphasis, certificate or minor. You are required to pass a background check before taking any of the explosives classes.

Question: How do I get my background check?

Answer: The background check is the standard state highway patrol check with name and social security number. The current cost is $10. You should go and see Ms Shirley Hall at the mining department as she has the specific paperwork with the return address to us. Shirley can answer any further questions you might have about the clearance and how to get it. She co-ordinates everyone’s security clearances and let’s people into classes based on their successful background check. Detailed instructions and the background check form can be found here.

Question: All of the explosives classes are waitlisted, how do I get into one?

Answer: Wait listing everyone is standard procedure. People are let in that have passed the background check and the necessary pre-requisites. Due to the popularity of the explosives classes from time to time priorities are put in place depending on the course. For example for 307, mining program undergraduate students are given first crack, followed by department and then explosives minor etc. Do not delay in signing up for a class though as leaving it to the last minute may cause you problems.

Question: Will you guarantee me a job when I graduate?

Answer: We try and match people where possible with potential employers. It is up to you to build your portfolio, people & interviewing skills, and take full advantage of the opportunities that we offer (see the careers web page second paragraph). Employers in our field tend not to hire on losers, but winners are usually snapped up. If you have 2 heads you will have to get that seen to by a medical professional. Our expertise is in explosives & blasting. See this link for more information
Question: How much will it cost me to get a degree?

Answer: This all depends on whether you are in state or out of state and how many years it takes you to get your degree. Cost information is regularly updated on the admissions page and can be found at http://futurestudents.mst.edu/cost-calculator/index.html. Costs can be offset by state, university and departments scholarships which are often linked your ACT score. Once in the mining department there are opportunities to further offset costs by summer and coop employment in industry and eligibility for further industry scholarships and sponsorship. The cost of getting a degree should be balanced against the great salaries that are available in our industry for qualified people.

Question: What should I do when I get to S&T as a freshman or transfer?

Answer: Immediately come to the mining office to see Barb and get put on the email list serves so that you are notified of all department activities and opportunities such as summer jobs, float trips, get-togethers and society functions. Also joining the student chapter of the International Society of Explosives Engineers (ISEE) is a must. In the dorms there is a rumor that pervades about the departments not being interested in freshmen and that whilst in freshmen engineering everyone is treated the same. This may be the case for some departments but definitely not our department. We encourage and expect our lower classmen to fully participate in departmental activities, the majority of which are great fun, like haunted mine. Also think about looking into the competition teams such as mucking, mine rescue etc.